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I. Introduction

One of the targets in polyester textile research

and developments is the mimicking of the touch

or hand and physical properties of the natural

fiber textiles. Especially silk fiber has many of the

desirable characteristics for textile fibers. Since

Silk has preferred luster, soft and smooth hand,

scrooping, and excellent drapability, numerous

studies have been under way in order to imitate

or, better yet, improve the silk properties and

structures yielding in micro-fiber products and

cross-section modifications, and added

functionalities to the polymeric yarns.

Most of the time, the sensory evaluation of the

close to body product is practiced by human

sensory organs. The subjective evaluation of

clothing materials depends mostly on tactile and

visual stimulation. Appearance grades of textile

products are judged mainly by the visual cues

endowed by the textile matrices or surface

features.
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Abstract

Textile scientists have regarded the material appearance of natural fibers, especially that of silk or wool
fibers, as the benchmark for reinventing the look and feel of the long term, friendly companion of
mankind. The appearances or textures of the materials surrounding us in everyday life have long been
interesting topics to many people.from scholars to painters. Even the simplest questions may require
careful pondering. Why is the silk fabric so lustrous with subtlety? Recently, appearance models have
become increasingly important in textile products. They are needed to model and simulate different
models. In this study, the optical characteristics of filament yarns and knitted fabrics were investigated
using images taken at various angles and illumination conditions. Then the images were analyzed using
some image analysis techniques, such as thresholding and measuring luster blobs. The anisotropic nature
of the filamentous specimens was studied based on the images acquired at different incident illumination
and observing angles with several alignment positions of the fabric specimens. A few cylindrical models
were generated using commercially available software, Rhinoceros, and then on the models, a ray-
tracing algorithm based on a software, POV-Ray, was applied to simulate the appearance or lustrous
images of the monofilament models.
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The morphological features and cross-

sectional shapes of the natural fibers and

synthetic fibers, including round and trilobal

shapes, are relatively complex. Lengthwise, the

fibers or filaments have thickness irregularity or

shape irregularity. Therefore, it is recommendable

to analyze and design three-dimensional models

in order to implement appearance evaluation

along with the building of prototypes in case of a

synthetic fiber design. This requires a three-

dimensional modeling and ray-tracing of the

model usually made of triangle patches or

NURBS(Non-uniform rational B-splines), which

can define most of the shapes such as a arc,

box, or complex 3-D free-form surface or solid.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the

luster properties of micro-fiber polyester weft-

knitted fabric1) at various observing conditions.

Along with this, three-dimensional modeling was

attempted to support the analysis of anisotropic

luster properties of filament yarn.

II. Experimentals

Three-dimensional knit stitch model based on a

modified Peirce’s is shown in <Fig. 1>.

Depending on the illumination, point light source
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<Table 1>  Characteristics of knitted specimens (Hyosung Co.)

Yarn Fiber Fabric Count Fabric Fabric Denier per Luster Diameter

Count Content (wales× Weight Thickness filament (µm)

courses/in2) (g/m2) (mm)

65d/204f 100% PET 18×19 56.25 0.08 0.32 Semi-dull 5.7

50d/24f 100% PET 18×20 30.94 0.07 2.08 Semi-dull 14.6

* PET : polyester, semi-dull : TiO2 inclusion

Yarn Fiber
Fabric Count Fabric Fabric

Denier per Diameter
Count Content

(wales× Weight Thickness
filament

Luster
(µm)

courses/in2) (g/m2) (mm)

<Fig. 1>  Three-dimensionally rendered image of knit stitches arranged in wale direction (monofilament
model, based on modified Peirce’s1))



or area light source, and observing conditions,

the reflection pattern from the surface of the

stitches will vary widely. At the same time, it is

needed to observe the luster objects separately

on the parts of the stitches, such as leg, head, or

foot. It is therefore needed to measure the luster

properties of the knitted fabrics at various angles

of observation and illumination in this study. The

specifications of micro-fiber polyester yarn,

regular polyester yarn as a control sample, and

knitted fabric specimens made of each yarn are

listed in <Table 1>. Optical microscope images

and SEM images of fibers and yarns are shown in

<Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b>.
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<Fig. 2a>  Monofilament images of 65/204 and 50/24 captured by a 3CCD camera -optical microscope.
(objective×40, ocular×10)

65/204 50/24

<Fig. 2b>  SEM photographs of 65/204 and 50/24.

65/204 50/24



1. Acquisition of images using a CCD and
three-dimensional modeling of the fiber

1) Fiber image acquisition

Since the fiber diameter of micro-fiber polyester

yarn is extremely small, acquisition of the fiber

image is done under highly illuminated condition

of 50,000 lux. Observation angle was measured

as the angle between the normal line to the

sample stage and the optical axis of the CCD

camera. <Table 2>

2) Three-dimensional modeling of the fiber

As a three-dimensional model building tool, a

commercially available software package,

Rhinoceros(Robert McNeel and Assoc., USA),

was adopted. This is based on the NURBS

modeling. As a photo-realistic ray-tracing tool,

POV-Ray(Persistence of Vision Ray-tracer) was

employed. This allows us to generate physically

accurate ray-traced images to some degree.

In order to simulate the reflection behavior of

the micro-fiber, a monofilament fiber was

assumed to be a cylindrical solid. The cylinder

model was exported as a collection of triangular

surfaces that represent the model as smooth as

possible. The information is fed to the POV-Ray

program in the form of .INC file. The cylinder

radius was set at 15units (arbitrary unit used by

the program). The color of the monofilament

model was almost transparent blue. The

refractive index of the model was selected to be

1.60 to simulate polyester. Point light source was

employed for the illuminator. The limit of

reflection-refraction was set at 50. In order to

investigate the anisotropic reflection behavior, the

model direction was changed.

3) Yarn image acquisition

Light source illuminance was set at 3,000lux.

Incident angles were 30˚ and 45˚. Receiving

angles were 0˚, 30˚, and 45˚ for each incident

angle. Lens type 660 was mounted on the CCD

camera. Images were acquired at 3 different

directions, vertical, horizontal, and bias in order to

investigate anisotropic properties of the yarn

samples. <Table 2>

4) Knitted fabric image acquisition

The level of illuminance was set at 3,000 lux.

Incident angles were 30˚, 45˚, and 60˚. For each

incident angle, receiving angles were 0˚ and 30˚.

The image acquisition direction was designated

as “wale direction” when the plane comprising

receiving and incident angles was parallel with

the wale direction of the knitted fabric specimen.

Likewise “course direction” designation was used

for images when the plane was parallel with the

course direction of the specimen.

2. Image processing and analysis

After image acquisition, image analysis2,3)

programs such as HL-image, Global Lab

Image/2(version 3) were employed for further

processing and analysis. Blob analysis method

was selected to recognize and calculate needed

information about the blobs or luster objects that
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<Table 2>  Luster measurement conditions of samples.

Condition Fiber Yarn Knit

Illuminance, lux 50000 3000 3000

Distance between 

light source and 3.8 11 11

sample, cm

Lens type 660 660 350 and 660

Condition Fiber Yarn Knit



had higher gray level values than a certain

predetermined threshold value.

III. Results and Discussion

1. Fiber luster images

Luster images, acquired at various angles, of

monofilaments, which are separated from 65/204

and 50/24 filament yarns, are shown in <Fig. 3>.

The image of 65/204 at Inc30-Rec0 is barely

recognizable due to its fineness and image

acquisition condition. In <Table 3> summarized

luster image analysis data are shown. The width

of the reflection(luster) on the monofilament, gray

average of the luster object, total area of luster

object, and the sum of (total area x gray average)

were shown. Sum of TxG values of the fiber

sample from the 50/24 are, at all observed

conditions, higher than those of the fiber sample

from the 65/204. This is due to the smaller

diameter size of the 65/204 sample. The values of

widths of reflection(luster) of 65/204 are also
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Inc30-Rec0, vertical

Inc30-Rec0,

horizontal

Inc30-Rec30,

vertical

condition 65/204 50/24

<Fig. 3>  Monofilament images of 65/204 and 50/24 at various angles



smaller than those of the 50/24. The values of

gray average measurements are almost the

same for the two specimens. In terms of sample

directions, vertical or horizontal, there is a clear

distinction between the two directions. In this

experiment, the values of sum of TxG of the

horizontal direction are much higher than those of

the vertical direction. Therefore, the direction of

the fiber sample under specific observing

condition is important for the luster analysis. This

suggests that the loop type configuration of the

knit stitch is important in determining the luster

objects on the knit stitch, and simplified

glossmeter-based luster analysis might not be

sufficient for detailed analysis of knit fabric luster.

2. Luster analysis of the 3-dimensional
monofilament model at various angles

Three-dimensional monofilament models were

constructed as shown in <Fig. 4>. Ray-tracing

process was implemented under receiving

angles of 30˚ and 45˚, and receiving angles were

0˚, 30˚, and 45˚. In order to verify the direction

effect of the fiber, monofilament directions were

set vertical, bias, and horizontal at the same time.

3. Luster analysis of yarn images

<Fig. 5> shows the luster images of the yarns

at Inc30Rec30. In this case, the vertical direction

images show higher luster or reflection. Luster

object size is represented by (Total area x gray

average) and the luster intensity is represented

by (gray average). In cases of 50/24 and 65/204

at Inc30-Rec30, mirror-reflection direction, 50/24

vertical direction shows much higher value of

sum of TxG than 65/204 does. <Table 4>

Since the micro-fiber polyester yarn 65/204 has

extremely fine monofilaments, surface area

becomes larger and the diameter decreases.

Therefore, the 65/204 yarn shows strong diffuse

reflection. The diffuse reflection intensity, in ideal

case, does not depend on the viewing direction.

In real world case, materials exhibiting near

diffuse reflection property also show similar

reflection tendency of not depending on the

viewing direction, if not perfect. Compared to the

50/24, which shows specular reflection tendency,

65/204 behavior is close to the diffuse reflection

model.

<Table 5>  shows the case of Inc45. results.
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<Table 3>  Image analysis values of 65/204, 50/24 fibers. (ROI : 30×30)

Condition Fiber type Threshold Width of reflection Gray average Total area Sum of T×G

Inc30Rec0 65/204 85 0.3 91.0 8.0 728.0

Vertical 50/24 85 5.6 93.4 167.0 15,597.8

Inc30Rec0 65/204 210 5.6 232.7 168.0 39,093.6

Horizontal 50/24 210 11.2 241.6 336.0 81,177.6

Inc30Rec30 65/204 210 8.5 238.7 256.0 61,107.2

Vertical 50/24 210 10.8 244.2 325.0 79,365.0

* Inc : Incident, Rec : Receiving, ROI : Region of Interest, sum of T×G: sum of (total area×gray average)

Condition Fiber type Threshold Width of reflection Gray average Total area Sum of T×G



4. Luster analysis of knitted fabric specimens

<Fig. 6> shows the luster images of knitted

polyester yarns. The overall shapes of knit

stitches showed some differences between the

two knit fabric specimens. Also in the stitch,
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<Fig. 4>  Monofilament model images by POV-ray at various angles.

Inc30 Rec0

Inc30 Rec30 

Inc30 Rec45 

Inc45 Rec0

Inc45 Rec30

Inc45 Rec45



65/204 yarn seemed to be rather flattened and

wider than 50/24. This stitch structure difference

might have caused larger and wider luster object

for 65/204.

In <Table 6>, 50/24 shows higher Max/Min

value than 65/204 does. The 50/24 shows higher
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<Fig. 5>  Yarn images at incident 30, receiving 30 degrees.

65/204 horizontal 

65/204 bias 

65/204 vertical 

50/24 horizontal

50/24 bias

50/24 vertical



amount of luster change with viewing position

change of the observer than 65/204.

The luster difference manifested by the visual

inspection seems to be consistent with the

Max/Min value trend.

65/204 shows higher average value of (Total

area×Gray average) than 50/24, which is

consistent with the fact that 65/204 knitted fabric

specimen looked whiter than 50/24 in most of the

cases of the viewing conditions.

Within the unit stitch, the multifilament yarn

comprises a loop by twisting and bending itself in

the unit loop. This complex configurations cause

the incident beam to be reflected in various

outgoing directions. The twist factor of the yarn in

the stitch also add to the complexity of the

outgoing reflection.

It is found that the luster analysis depends

largely on the directional properties of filament

yarns. Since the knit stitch construction is highly

curvaceous and the comprising yarns are

twisted, during the knitting process, in the stitch, it

is important to consider the directions and the

yarn twist or yarn flattening in the analysis.

IV. Conclusion

The luster properties and anisotropic nature of

the filamentous knitted fabric specimens were

studied based on the images acquired at

different incident illumination and observing

angles with several alignment positions of the

fabric specimens. A few cylindrical models were
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<Table 4>  Image analysis values of 65/204, 50/24 yarns at incident 30 degrees.

Threshold Blob No Total area Gray average Sum of T×G

H 100 3 50 101.6 5,103.7

50/24 B 49 5 42 48.7 2,051.5

Inc30Rec0
V 50 2 19 49.2 936.0

H 100 11 6,282 101.9 675,427.9

65/204 B 49 63 1,443 48.3 70,087.0

V 50 22 192 48.9 9,393.3

H 80 3 47 81.9 3,877.0

50/24 B 110 25 1,231 113.3 157,136.2

Inc30Rec30
V 196 25 1,993 213.2 444,995.0

H 80 24 931 81.8 76,888.7

65/204 B 110 23 1,941 112.4 223,614.0

V 196 23 1,400 212.3 302,355.8

H 60 5 169 60.0 10,287.6

50/24 B 55 32 850 54.2 46,265.9

Inc30Rec45
V 60 6 199 60.3 12,103.9

H 60 17 727 90.5 68,657.8

65/204 B 55 9 291 85.4 25,470.4

V 60 26 748 60.3 47,582.2

H : horizontal direction, B : bias direction, V : vertical direction

Threshold Blob No Total area Gray average Sum of T×G



generated using commercially available software,

Rhinoceros, and then on the models, a ray-

tracing algorithm based on a software, POV-Ray,

was applied to simulate the appearance or

lustrous images of the monofilament models. It is

found that the luster analysis depends largely on

the directional properties of filament yarns. Since

the knit stitch construction is highly curvaceous

and the comprising yarns are twisted in the stitch,

it is important to consider the directions and the

yarn twist or yarn flattening in the analysis.
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Angles 65/204 50/24
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<Fig. 6>  Knit images of course direction (lens type 350)

65/204

Inc30Rec0, course direction

Inc60Rec0, course direction

65/204

50/24

50/24


